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GST- Compliant Billing Software 

Business Domain: With the introduction of new Goods & Services 

Tax in India, there were plenty of GST Billing software’s developed. 

These software’s were a complete package of Billing, Inventory & 

Taxation which makes them complicated to use. Our goal was to develop 

a simple and user-friendly billing software which any small or medium 

business owner can use without the usage training. 

 

Problem Definition:  

 Many businesses which are at the starting phase of their business 

do not need the complex functionalities in the billing software. 

 Our software was developed in such a way that we can install it on 

client’s system as per their requirement. For example, few people 

who did not need Inventory module, we could give only billing 

module to them and so on. 

 At the end of the month, client could download the monthly file 

and directly upload on Government’s GST portal. This eliminates 

the cost of CA on monthly basis. 
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Problem Statement:   

  To simplify the billing process and generate electronic bills in fixed 

format prescribed by Government of India. Also ease the business 

process by handling Inventory & Reporting. 

 

Proposed Solution: 

As per the Businessmen’s needs and as mentioned in the problem 

statement, we have proposed and developed following solution to their 

problems. It’s Simple, Efficient and Affordable GST Billing Software. 

Specially designed for an Indian market. 

 

 Point of Sale module: 

One single screen to sell all your products. Very easy and 

fast billing to get GST-Compliant Sales Invoices. 

 

 Purchase Invoices 

Load your purchases in our Tech-Invoice software and keep 

track of the Business as well as Inventory. 

 

 Inventory Management 

While you keep on Billing and Purchasing for your store, we 

simultaneously keep track of your Inventory. 

 

 Smart Reports 

Tech-Invoice allows you to see Sales, Purchase and 

Inventory Reports with useful filters and sorting options. 

 

 Interstate, Intrastate Billing 

Don't worry about the Interstate or Intrastate Billing as we 

take care about the CGST's, SGST’s and IGST's. 
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 Auto-calculation of GST 

With built in tax slabs, you only need to select the right GST 

rate for your products and calculations is automatic. 

 

 Credit Ledgers 

Our Credit Ledger Module helps you to Track all the 

Transactions by Customers and Check their Balance. 

 

 Customer Relationship Module (CRM) 

Managing all the Customers and Vendors is simple with Tech-

Invoice as we bring both of them together. 

 

 Print Vouchers 

Don’t Worry About the Never Ending Types of Vouchers. Our 

software’s generates all from Quotations to Credit-Debit 

notes. 

 

 Barcode Generation 

Our Tech-Invoice software allows you to create your own 

barcodes and print stickers at the same time. 

 

 GSTR-1 Filing 

From Sales Upload to Purchase Reconciliation – Tech-Invoice 

makes monthly GST return filing painless. 

 

 Bulk Product Upload 

Uploading Client, Items/Products and HSN list is possible 

with one click with our Built in Excel Formats. 

 

 

Technology Used: 

 C#.NET, PostgreSQL.  
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Why TechInvoice - Billing Software is best? 

 Compatible: Our software is designed to work perfectly with all 

versions of Windows, from XP to 10, so that you or your company 

can start invoicing quickly and efficiently without any compatibility 

concerns. 

 GST Ready: We are updated for all your GST billing needs: GSTIN, 

HSN and SAC code support, GST formats for all documents from 

invoices to purchase orders and much more. 

 Surprisingly Affordable: TechInvoice is launched by keeping in 

mind every group of businessmen from small to large and their 

spending abilities. Flexible payment options are available from 

monthly, quarterly, half-yearly and Yearly. 

 User-Friendly: Software can be used by anyone with the basic 

knowledge of Computer and particular business. So training cost is 

absolutely zero. 

 Secure: Since this is a Desktop Application, you do not need to 

worry about Internet Connectivity, Servers or Hackers. Your billing 

information is kept secure on your computer. 

 

Results:  

 From managing client relations, invoicing them, keeping track of 

payments, to knowing the receivables, Tech-Invoice has really 

helped the clients. 

 Using a software makes a Tech impression on potential customers 

and software’s being user friendly eliminates the software training 

cost. 

 

Link: technirmiti.com/techinvoice 

 

 

http://technirmiti.com/techinvoice/

